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I- Reading ( 10 Marks) 

A) Vocabulary (4 marks) 

- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, and d :  (4x1=4 marks) 

1- I will …………….....…the teacher a question. 

          a) meet                b) wear                   c) ask 

2- We English........………………. at school. 

         a) beach                b) language             c) tomorrow 

3- There is no......………………..in Kuwait. 

         a) jungle                 b) subjects             c) people 

4- My grandmother always ……………........…..stories. 

         a) finds                 b) tells                    c) sells 

 

B) Pictorial Reading Comprehension (6 marks) 

Read the following passage carefully then answer the questions below  

 

                 Andy is a small ant. She is a red ant. She had 

five legs. One day, Blacky Ant asked Andy, ” Why do you 

have five legs?” Andy said, “I was sitting on a rock when a 

boy trod on my leg and it comes off.” Andy said,” It hurt 

me and the boy said sorry.” Andy said, “My friends always 

help me to get food. I am happy with my friends.” 

 

a)- Choose the correct answer from a, b, and c: (4x1½=6):  

1- The best title is: 

       a) Andy the Ant           b) The Rock          c) Happy Friends 

2- The underlined pronoun “It“in line 4 refers to: 

      a) leg           b) food             c) day 

3- The boy trod on Andy’s: 

      a) rock           b) boy             c) leg 

 4- The ants in the picture are: 

            a) playing           b) eating             c) sleeping 
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II-Writing ( 10 Marks) 

Choose the correct answer  from a, b,and c: (3x1=3 Ms) 

1- There …………………… four books on the desk.            

        a) be         b) is             c) are 

2- When……………………….school start?     

        a) does           b) do             c) doing 

3- We……………………….you want to be?     

        a) have           b) had             c) having 

 

a) Write three sentences about “Shopping “by the help of guide pictures 

and words (3x1=3 Ms) 

 

 
 

 

 

     ( shops – Kuwait City)            ( mother – car)             ( bag – necklace) 

..........................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................... 

b) complete the text with the suitable words:(3x1=3)           

 

Every Friday, I visit my........................    Then we walk on the 

 

......................             watching the ....... ...............  
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